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AGENDA

10:00 – Arrive at NYU
   Kimmel Center for University Life
   60 Washington Square South
   2nd floor, Student Resource Center conference room

   Dr. Jim DeCaro – PEN-International
   Overview

   Dr. Mayumi Shirasawa
   The state of postsecondary education in Japan for students who are deaf or
   hard-of-hearing

   Dr. John Brademas
   History of laws in the USA and mandating services for students who are
   deaf or hard-of-hearing
   History of services at NYU

   Stephen Polniaszek & Professor Jane Herzog
   Current status of services at NYU offered to students who are deaf or
   hard-of-hearing

   Pam Maynard & Sarah Bartow
   The Center for Student Services at NYU; NETAC/PEPNet value to NYU

11:30 – Representatives from FIT and Hunter arrive

   Liz Holly-Mortensen
   FIT services for students who are Deaf or hard-of-hearing;
   NETAC/PEPNet value to FIT

   Donna Guptill
   Hunter College services for students who are Deaf or hard-of-hearing;
   NETAC/PEPNet value to Hunter

12:45 – Lunch
   Discussion of differences between private, SUNY, CUNY institutions

2:00 – NYU
   Discussion of March visit (March 18, 21, 22)

3:00 – End of meeting